
WOODEN TRAY WORKSOP BY 

  
 
Time: 6 hours 
Material: 18 mm pine panel, glue, lamelo biscuits, sand paper, walnut stain, wax/oil 
Tools: circular saw, mitre saw, drill press, jigsaw, chisels, rubber hammer, files and 
rasps, lamelo machine, corner fixing bands, sanding blocks, sanding machine 
Size: 32X40X7/9 
 
 

 
 
Selecting your wood: as a starter project it’s best to select soft wood like pine or linden 
16-18mm boards. 
 

1. Design and measure frames (take into consideration thickness as you’ll lose it via 
joint cutting). Work along the wood grains, not against as they may break. 

2. Find the centre of the short sides 
3. Design and measure handle hole (min. 2cm wide and min. 8 cm long for fingers 

to fit in) 
4. Cutting: drill edges with a 2cm-diameter head to get a perfectly round edge , 

jigsaw long lines, file and sand it to refine its shape 
5. Divide edges of all sides into 3 equal squares (thickness of wood is depth) 

 
Get a test wood before going onto your final project  
 



  
 

 
6. Mark X on what’s to be removed so that you join “positive with negative” 

 
 
7. Use a band saw or jigsaw to cut the parallel lines into the joint (we may 
suggest more lines if the wood splits easily) 
 

8. Mark the end with a chisel 
9. Start chiseling the square out thin layer-by-layer. Make sure you only slice thin pieces 
so that your wood doesn’t break. Do all sides.  
 

Part 2# 
 

1. Cut the bottom board to measurement 
2. Fixing the side and bottom boards with Lamelo Biscuits. This way you’ll have a              

nice, clean and invisible joining.  

 
 



  
 

- Set the Lamelo machine to size via using scrap wood with the same             
thickness (Note; it’s always 7 cms from the end) 

- Do practice cuts to align 
- When aligned cut with the Lamelo machine in your final product. Make            

sure you push the machine all the way through. You may want to fix the               
wood with a clamp so that it doesn’t slip. 

- For gluing use white wood glue. Apply it on the edges of the cuts. Hammer               
the boards together with a rubber hammer. Leave it to dry. 

 
Finishing 
 
Finishing your assembled project means giving it a good sanding so that it’s fine to the                
touch. You can start with a more coarse, lower grain number; 120, sanding paper, then               
finalise it with a higher grain number one; 180. 
 
After staining and waxing your project is ready to go into its new home. 
 
Be very proud of your first project and we hope to see you again soon! 
 
KOW 
 
 
 


